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Key Information for the                                       
BA (Hons) Illustration Degree 
(including full time, part time and 
Top Up) starting in 2022/23 

 
About this document:  This key Information gives you a summary of the core characteristics of the 
BA (Hons) Illustration degree at HCA.  Students may have learnt about this course from multiple 
sources: the college website, the college prospectus, and from conversations with staff and 
students for example, but we want to ensure that students have this overview for reference at 
any time during their studies with us as a record of the service we are agreeing to provide when a 
student accepts our offer of a place.   

Award: The qualification that a student will receive upon successful completion of the programme 
is a BA (Hons) Illustration. This means that the award will be a Bachelor of Arts ‘with honours’. 

If a student does not complete the course, they may be eligible for a Certificate or Diploma of 
Higher Education.  

Validating Body: The BA (Hons) Illustration Degree is validated by the University of Wales Trinity 
Saint David. However, the course has been designed and is delivered by Hereford College of Arts. 

Regulatory Body:  Hereford College of Arts is registered with the Office for Students (OfS) to 
deliver Higher Education. The OfS is an independent public body which reports to Parliament 
through the Department for Education https://www.officeforstudents.org.uk.  (Their aim is to 
ensure that every student, whatever their background, has a fulfilling experience of higher 
education that enriches their lives and careers.) 

Length of Course:  The standard and minimum length of this course is as follows: 

Course Standard/minimum length of the course 

BA (Hons) Illustration Full time 3 years  

BA (Hons) Illustration Part time 6 years  

BA (Hons) Illustration Top Up Full time  1 year 

BA (Hons) Illustration Top Up Part time  2 years  
 

Students will need to complete the course to gain the award.  

 

 

  

https://www.officeforstudents.org.uk/


ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 

All students need to be at least 18 years of age at the start of the course.  

Applicants will normally have an interview where they will present a portfolio of work. The 
interview can be conducted in person or remotely. This will be a supportive process where 
guidance will be given on the strengths and areas for improvement. 

We normally expect applicants to have achieved 80 UCAS points at entry. Whilst qualifications 
are important, our offers are not solely based on academic results. We may make offers based 
on other evidence of talent or suitability for the course.  

Applicants who do not satisfy the normal entry requirement but offer other qualifications and or 
relevant experience will be considered on an individual basis subject to satisfactory information 
being provided at interview.  

Applicants whose first language is not English and require a student visa must achieve Level B2 
in an approved Secure English Language Test (SELT) prior to enrolment. For further guidance, 
please visit the UK Visa and Immigration website https://www.gov.uk/student-visa  

Your offer letter will include any requirements specific to your offer. 

Our Admissions Policy can be found here; https://www.hca.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2018/08/Admissions-Policy-Apr-2021.pdf 

 

CORE MODULES 

All programmes of study are made up of modules. Some modules are comprised of two or more 
assignments. Modules have a credit value that contribute to the achievement of the qualification. 
Each module has its own syllabus, handbook and assessment. In order to pass each year, you 
need to achieve 120 credits. Modules vary in size from 20 credits to 60 credits. 

  

https://www.gov.uk/student-visa
https://www.hca.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Admissions-Policy-Apr-2021.pdf
https://www.hca.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Admissions-Policy-Apr-2021.pdf


 
PROGRAMME STRUCTURE: 
 
From your first day at HCA you will work as a creative, developing your skills and your own voice 
through a series of projects. You will develop your creative practice, practical skills alongside your 
critical awareness and theoretical knowledge. You will study a range of modules that build your 
knowledge and confidence and total 120 credits each year. 
 

BA (HONS) ILLUSTRATION Level 4 (Year 1) Full time 

Module Title Credits Module Description 
Practice in 
Context 1 

20 The module provides an introduction to the work of key 
practitioners in Graphic & Media Design, both past and present, 
across various genres of practice, to give students a broad 
overview of the historical development of the discipline and of 
the contexts which enable the work to be understood and 
assessed.  
  
The range of contexts examined in this module might include:   
  

• Biographical: artist’s intentions and personal factors 
relevant to understanding the work; 

• Historical: political, social and cultural issues being 
addressed, direct and indirect influences of the historical 
environment; 

• Technological: factors related to development of the 
technology of creative production; 

• Art historical: precedents, influences, and relationships 
with contemporaries working in the same field;  

• Social: relationships, both individual and general, 
relevant to understanding the work; 

• Ethical factors relevant to understanding and evaluating 
the work;  

• Cultural: values and beliefs implicit in the work derived 
from the cultural environment, intentionally or 
unintentionally included.  

  
Students will be introduced to the context and genres within 
which designers operate and the cultural and social significance 
of their practice. When appropriate students will be encouraged 
to relate past work to current issues and practices.  
 

Practice 1 40 PART1 - ‘Understanding the Creative Process’  

 What does it do? What sort of problems do we have to 
overcome? What is a target audience and why do they matter? 
How do we adapt our thinking to these identified groups? How 
do deadlines affect our working process? What works for you? 
What is a journal, a scrapbook, a sketchbook, reflective 
feedback, annotation. Why note-taking matters.…….   

  



From concept to completion. Why do we need problem solvers? 
The way designers problem solve. Ideas generation. Divergent 
and lateral thinking techniques. Brainstorming, mind-mapping, 
what-iffing and PLAY.  Where to place emphasis. The usefulness 
of feedback and client/maker relationships.   

What is success? How do we define success? How do we 
measure learning?  

‘Visual Communication Principles’   

Focal point, contrast, balance, movement, rhythm, perspective 
and unity. Rule of thirds, golden section, materials choices. Print 
processes  

‘Elements of Visual Communication’  

Space, line, shape, size, patterns, texture and value. Mark 
making.  

Drawing, painting (including digital), Print processes  

Contemporary context  

Case studies including examples and inspirational content. A 
series of visiting practitioners that support elements of the 
above. What do contemporary illustrators do? Who commissions 
them? Authorial illustration and animation.  

PART 2 - ‘Drawing’  

As well as the above, the module will include a substantial 
drawing course that will be delivered in order to accommodate 
expected differing levels of existing skills and according to 
preferred individual ambitions. The activities will be ‘broad’ in 
the sense that workshops will be designed as ‘core’ activity 
relevant to a practitioner with a general interest in visual 
communication especially illustration and animation.  

Drawing activities will include:  

Life drawing – looking at aspects of figure drawing, including, 
sketching, proportion, colour, mark making, foreshortening, tone, 
form and spatial awareness. All students will look at body 
movement, action, pose, poise and animation through 
movement.  

 Landscape drawing – looking at aspects of drawing the 
landscape from the point of view of a visual communicator. This 
will include perspective (all forms), weather and atmospheric 
conditions, urban, rural and imaginary. The short course will 
include aspects of ‘staging’ where illustrators and animators use 
landscape as ‘settings’ for action in a variety of contexts 
(publishing and broadcast).  

  



PART 3 - ‘Print and animation’  

Students will use drawing activities to move into print. Students 
will rotate between the drawing studio and the print workshop 
and have induction sessions in, collography, monoprint, lino-
cutting, stencilling and risograph printing and possibly others 
dependent on availability and demand.   

Alongside print, there will be workshops in technical aspects of 
animation. Students may opt in or out according to their interest. 
Workshops will include basic knowledge leading to  more 
complex  exercises exploring the principles of animation in both 
a 2d and 3d context. 

Foundations for 
Learning 

20 The foundations for learning element seeks to enable all 
students to thrive at HCA and beyond. It is an induction into a 
range of aspects of learning in an Arts School, including; 
academic skills, note taking skills, research skills, collaboration 
skills, fundamental IT skills, understanding the course structure, 
understanding assessment, how to give and take critical 
feedback, self-reflection, evaluation, time management, 
independent learning, staying safe, relationships and consent, 
sustainability in the creative sector.   

The module will aim to start students journey towards being 
reflexive practitioners who are able to identify their subjective 
relationship with the objective world, to be curious about who 
they are, how they have been constructed by outside influences 
and moulded by institutional attitudes, and how they negotiate 
this process to find their own voice and values.    

Effective research skills are central to students developing their 
own voice. Confidence in sourcing, editing and responding to 
research, both practical and theory based is the foundation for 
this process and is introduced in this module.  

It also aims to introduce students to the broad range of student 
support services within our institution, learning resources, 
academic skills and learning support.   

Practice 2 40 This module will be primarily concerned with storytelling and 
students will receive introductions to aspects of the following:  
  
Picture Books  
This aspect of the module will look at illustration and how it is 
used to supplement reading ‘Illustration is encouragement to 
read’ Quentin Blake -Hay Festival 2016  
 
The module will include the study of children’s illustrated 
literature in a historical, contemporary and global context 
including (for example) classic texts, successful book series, 
character design, setting, motive (educational, moral based, 
instructive, cautionary folk tales etc), authorial, collaborative and 
innovative practice.   
  



Graphic novels and comics  
This aspect of the module will explore the extended visual 
narrative and intertactive narratives (gaming etc). The module 
will include respect to genre and target audience in a global 
context with an emphasis on minority interests including both 
factual and fictional storylines as well as adaptations from 
classic texts.  
  
Reportage illustration and animation (reporting)  
Students will report visually on an external event that records an 
alternative view to the norm. this could be a sporting, political, 
specific location/place or activity that  has universlainterest.  
 
Animation  
This aspect will introduce students to the ‘invisible’ (not studio 
based feature films) practice of animation (authorial, title 
sequences, music video, advertising and children’s and adults tv 
series) including short animations in a historical, contemporary 
and global context.  
  
Creative writing  
Students will have the opportunity to write their own original 
scripts in a variety of workshop and directed study contexts. This 
will include character design, character interaction, context, 
genre, location etc.   
Collaboration. Students will form occasional writing partnerships 
and explore their own specialist skills and how to form useful 
and creative partnerships.  
 
Storyboarding and Editing  
Student will explore the impact of editing film and scripts in a 
historical, contemporary and global context. They will be 
introduced to Aristotle’s Poetics, editing techniques and 
narrative structure in a variety of contexts and explore through 
storyboarding the effective and dramatic use of planning and 
editing to complete professional standard work.  
 
Students will complete a series of short workshop based tasks 
regarding the above and will eventually decide on a specific 
major outcome in the second half of the module. This will be 
defined by their course and individual choice through discussion 
and dialogue with their tutor. 
 

 
BA (HONS) ILLUSTRATION Level 5 (Year 2) Full time 

Module Title Credits Module Description 

Practice in 
Context 2 20 

The teaching programme will provide an introduction to a 
number of theoretical approaches which will help students 
extend their understanding of how creative practice can be 
critically understood (meaning) and evaluated (value).  

Practice 3 40 
Part 1a - Illustration applications  
Students will explore as series of projects that will test their 
abilities to utilise their core skills (gained in Level 4) and a 



variety of contexts.   
  
These may include:  
  
Editorial Illustration  
Short deadlines will reflect the profession world of editorial 
illustration in newspapers, periodicals and online platforms. 
Students will be directed through an imaginary Art Director and 
occasionally take on this role themselves when working in pairs. 
Outcomes will reflect current contemporary practice by including 
animated elements (gifs) and other online innovations.  
Software workshops will be designed and included to build 
students autonomy in all aspects of professional practice 
including communication, design, developmental work, 
production and delivery of content.  
  
Book publishing  
Similar to the above but looking at book cover design in 
historical, contemporary and global context  
  
Branding  
Students will explore how their characterisation and visualisation 
skills could be deployed in arrange of scenarios such as creating 
visual assets for Festivals or related events. This may include set 
design, branding, model making, mural design and other related 
outputs. This aspect of the module may draw on external project 
briefs and initiatives depending on availability  
  
Part1b - Animation applications 
  
Students following the animation pathway will occasionally 
deviate in order to explore how animation is used creatively to 
produce music video, advertising products and services, 
educational contexts with a particular aim at the small 
interactive screen, although not exclusively.  
Students will explore the innovative potential of using digital and 
non-digital processes to produce expressive and specific 
outcomes, some of which may be sourced externally from client 
or competition.  
  
Part 2 - Promotional materials  
  
Alongside and to supplement the above, students will undertake 
a series of workshops and demonstrations that will help them 
build a considerable skills base that will enable them to produce 
a range of merchandise and ephemera with which they can 
supplement their portfolio/showreels for self-publicity and 
income generation.  
Workshops will include, paper engineering and bookbinding 
techniques, typographic experimentation (including hand drawn 
lettering), small press publishing and limited edition printing. 
Students will learn creative use of laser cutting and selected 3d. 
workshop processes that they can utilise to produce a range of 
artefacts.   
It is anticipated (in normal circumstances) that students will 



have the opportunity to sell/showcase their work in a range of 
locations dependent on availability.  
  
All work undertaken in this module will be accompanied by a 
digital archive/ journal that will describe and archive the creative 
process. This document will include the original brief(s), primary 
and secondary research findings, idea development work, 
discussion and feedback, amendments and improvements and 
production of final outcomes.  
 

Practice 4 40 

Part 1 - Competition & Commission  
  
To work either individually of collaboratively on a single or 
multiple projects generated from external sources.   
The actual outcomes cannot be anticipated with certainty, but 
they are likely to be sourced locally and according to specific 
events such as Festivals, both online and location based, plus 
partnerships with funded community-based initiatives or from 
clients in the commercial sector.   
 
Engagement with content will, where possible, relate to real 
world values and problems with particular attention placed on 
sustainability and equality and diversity.  
  
In addition, it is hoped that there will be opportunities to test 
existing skills in the public domain by creating and producing 
workshop activities aimed at children and or progression partner 
institutions, in order to improve confidence, knowledge sharing, 
teaching skills, planning and working to a budget with specific 
deadlines.   
  
It is anticipated that these sorts of activities will supplement 
content in the accompanying module Professional Practice 1.  
  
 
 
Part 2 - Personal Project  
  
To create a portfolio/showreel content that is self-generated, 
culminating in a screening or exhibition of final outcomes in the 
public domain (if possible).  
  
In partnership with the teaching team and peer group, 
individuals will generate ideas for personal projects based on a 
suitable starting point. This may be:  
  

• a personal collection of objects or one found in a named 
museum or archive; 

• an individual’s response to a contemporary local, 
national or even international issue that could be 
explored through an aspect of visual communication.  

  
All work undertaken in this module will be accompanied by a 
digital archive/ journal that will describe and archive the creative 



process. This document will include the original brief(s), primary 
and secondary research findings, idea development work, 
discussion and feedback, amendments and improvements and 
production of final outcomes.  
 

Professional 
Practice 1 20 

During this module, students will develop professional skills 
through independently negotiating, organising and completing 
an appropriate period of professional work experience. 
 
Opportunities for professional work experience may include, live 
briefs, individual and group exhibitions, participating in national 
or international conferences, competitions, curation , 
commissions, designing and delivering a socially engaged 
community or schools project or undertaking placements in arts 
organisations such as arts workshops, art co-operatives, 
galleries etc.  
 
A series of visiting speakers, ranging from artist to professionals 
from creative organisations and education, will provide insightful 
advice into areas such as: 
 

• How to approach individual creative or organisations. 
• What different creative professions entail. 
• Expectations in the workplace. 
• How to plan content for and deliver education / 

community based art projects.  
• Working to client commission/competition briefs.  
• Collectives/Collaboration/Networking  

Working with other people, How, why, what and when?  
 

Students will document and reflect on their professional work 
experience(s) and create a multi-media Personal Development 
Plan with supporting material for summative assessment. 
 

 

BA (HONS) ILLUSTRATION Level 6 (Year 3) Full time 

Module Title Credits Module Description 

Practice in 
Context 3 20 

The content of this module differs for each student, as each 
undertakes a research project into a self-selected topic designed 
to help them make sense of their own specialist area of studio 
practice in terms of culture, context and critical theory. Working 
closely with an individual supervisor, students are guided to 
select a research topic that is both manageable and appropriate 
to their studio interests and are helped both to locate and 
organise relevant sources and to construct a critical position 
informed by theory. The project is an exercise in largely self-
directed academic research, but students receive tailored 
individual support and are given a series of target dates for 
reaching set stages of the project (e.g., delivery of title and 
synopsis, first draft, and so on) to ensure they stay on track as 
they progress towards the final deadline. 



Practice 5 30 

Students will be able to select from a range of externally sourced 
competitions and project briefs according to availability. The 
options will provide enough choice for students with differing 
aspirations and specialisms to make informed and relevant 
decisions, the final outcomes of which will form part of their 
emerging portfolios/showreels.  
  
In addition to the above, students will source personally 
generated project briefs with external clients and complete them 
in possible collaborations with internal partners from their peer 
group. These ‘personally negotiated tasks/assignments’ will be 
approved in agreement with the module leader and teaching 
team.  
  
Choice of outcome (Illustration or Animation or a combination of 
both) will be at the discretion of the individual and in negotiation 
with the Module Leader and teaching team  
  
All students will be expected to submit their work to competition 
if directly requested.  
  
All work undertaken in this module will be accompanied by a 
Blog or similar online platform that will describe and archive the 
creative process. The Blog will include the original brief, primary 
and secondary research findings, idea development work, 
discussion and feedback, amendments and improvements and 
production of final outcomes.  
 

Professional 
Practice 2 10  

Practice 6 60 

This final module is designed to provide students with an 
opportunity to complete their undergraduate studies with a 
substantial project or projects that will define their practice. This 
work is expected to form the basis of an exit level exhibition to 
celebrate their work and provide an opportunity to place their 
work in the public domain and attract potential clients and 
employers.  
  
The students will continue to review their progress to date and in 
negotiation with their tutors create a series of project proposals 
from which to explore suitable solutions.   
  
By the end of the module each student should have produced the 
following:  
  

• written brief(s)  
• a schedule  
• evidence of appropriate primary and secondary research 

activity  
• concept drawings, experiments/, tests, developmental 

work  
a digital archive/journal  

• Completed artwork/prints in a physical and/or digital 
portfolio  



or  
A completed showreel of work   

• Other (to be specified by student)  
  

Students may request specialist materials and specific 
enrichment opportunities (site visits and visiting 
teachers/practitioners) to support and compliment their study.   
  
There is no limit on the number of projects that may be 
attempted, but the programme should reflect the study hours 
assigned to this module and a schedule be created in agreement 
with the personal tutor. The tasks should include a description of 
the deliverable content and be based on the proposal document 
and skills audit created at the beginning of the module.  
  
All work undertaken in this module will be accompanied by a 
digital archive/journal that will describe and archive the creative 
process. This document will include the original brief(s), primary 
and secondary research findings, idea development work, 
discussion and feedback, amendments and improvements and 
production of final outcomes. 

 

BA (HONS) ILLUSTRATION Level 4 (Year 1 of 6) Part time 

Module Title Credits Module Description 

Practice 1 40 

PART1 - ‘Understanding the Creative Process’  

  

What does it do? What sort of problems do we have to 
overcome? What is a target audience and why do they matter? 
How do we adapt our thinking to these identified groups? How 
do deadlines affect our working process? What works for you? 
What is a journal, a scrapbook, a sketchbook, reflective 
feedback, annotation. Why note-taking matters.…….   

  

From concept to completion. Why do we need problem solvers? 
The way designers problem solve. Ideas generation. Divergent 
and lateral thinking techniques. Brainstorming, mind-mapping, 
what-iffing and PLAY.  Where to place emphasis. The usefulness 
of feedback and client/maker relationships.   

What is success? How do we define success? How do we 
measure learning?  

  

‘Visual Communication Principles’   

Focal point, contrast, balance, movement, rhythm, perspective 
and unity. Rule of thirds, golden section, materials choices. Print 
processes  



 

‘Elements of Visual Communication’  

Space, line, shape, size, patterns, texture and value. Mark 
making.  

 

Drawing, painting (including digital), Print processes  

 

Contemporary context  

Case studies including examples and inspirational content. A 
series of visiting practitioners that support elements of the 
above. What do contemporary illustrators do? Who commissions 
them? Authorial illustration and animation.  

PART 2 - ‘Drawing’  

As well as the above, the module will include a substantial 
drawing course that will be delivered in order to accommodate 
expected differing levels of existing skills and according to 
preferred individual ambitions. The activities will be ‘broad’ in 
the sense that workshops will be designed as ‘core’ activity 
relevant to a practitioner with a general interest in visual 
communication especially illustration and animation.  

  

Drawing activities will include:  

Life drawing – looking at aspects of figure drawing, including, 
sketching, proportion, colour, mark making, foreshortening, tone, 
form and spatial awareness. All students will look at body 
movement, action, pose, poise and animation through 
movement.  

Landscape drawing – looking at aspects of drawing the 
landscape from the point of view of a visual communicator. This 
will include perspective (all forms), weather and atmospheric 
conditions, urban, rural and imaginary. The short course will 
include aspects of ‘staging’ where illustrators and animators use 
landscape as ‘settings’ for action in a variety of contexts 
(publishing and broadcast).  

  

PART 3 - ‘Print and animation’  

Students will use drawing activities to move into print. Students 
will rotate between the drawing studio and the print workshop 
and have induction sessions in, collography, monoprint, lino-
cutting, stencilling and risograph printing and possibly others 
dependent on availability and demand.   



Alongside print, there will be workshops in technical aspects of 
animation. Students may opt in or out according to their interest. 
Workshops will include basic knowledge leading to  more 
complex  exercises exploring the principles of animation in both 
a 2d and 3d context. 

Foundations for 
Learning 20 

The foundations for learning element seeks to enable all 
students to thrive at HCA and beyond. It is an induction into a 
range of aspects of learning in an Arts School, including; 
academic skills, note taking skills, research skills, collaboration 
skills, fundamental IT skills, understanding the course structure, 
understanding assessment, how to give and take critical 
feedback, self-reflection, evaluation, time management, 
independent learning, staying safe, relationships and consent, 
sustainability in the creative sector. 

The module will aim to start students journey towards being 
reflexive practitioners who are able to identify their subjective 
relationship with the objective world, to be curious about who 
they are, how they have been constructed by outside influences 
and moulded by institutional attitudes, and how they negotiate 
this process to find their own voice and values.   

Effective research skills are central to students developing their 
own voice. Confidence in sourcing, editing and responding to 
research, both practical and theory based is the foundation for 
this process and is introduced in this module. 

It also aims to introduce students to the broad range of student 
support services within our institution, learning resources, 
academic skills and learning support. 

 

BA (HONS) ILLUSTRATION Level 4 (Year 2 of 6) Part time 

Module Title Credits Module Description 
Practice in 
Context 1 

20 The module provides an introduction to the work of key 
practitioners in Graphic & Media Design, both past and present, 
across various genres of practice, to give students a broad 
overview of the historical development of the discipline and of 
the contexts which enable the work to be understood and 
assessed.  
  
The range of contexts examined in this module might include:   
  

• Biographical: artist’s intentions and personal factors 
relevant to understanding the work; 

• Historical: political, social and cultural issues being 
addressed, direct and indirect influences of the historical 
environment; 

• Technological: factors related to development of the 
technology of creative production; 

• Art historical: precedents, influences, and relationships 
with contemporaries working in the same field;  



• Social: relationships, both individual and general, 
relevant to understanding the work; 

• Ethical factors relevant to understanding and evaluating 
the work;  

• Cultural: values and beliefs implicit in the work derived 
from the cultural environment, intentionally or 
unintentionally included.  

  
Students will be introduced to the context and genres within 
which designers operate and the cultural and social significance 
of their practice. When appropriate students will be encouraged 
to relate past work to current issues and practices.  
 

Practice 2 40 This module will be primarily concerned with storytelling and 
students will receive introductions to aspects of the following:  
  
Picture Books  
This aspect of the module will look at illustration and how it is 
used to supplement reading ‘Illustration is encouragement to 
read’ Quentin Blake -Hay Festival 2016  
 
The module will include the study of children’s illustrated 
literature in a historical, contemporary and global context 
including (for example) classic texts, successful book series, 
character design, setting, motive (educational, moral based, 
instructive, cautionary folk tales etc), authorial, collaborative and 
innovative practice.   
  
Graphic novels and comics  
This aspect of the module will explore the extended visual 
narrative and intertactive narratives (gaming etc). The module 
will include respect to genre and target audience in a global 
context with an emphasis on minority interests including both 
factual and fictional storylines as well as adaptations from 
classic texts.  
  
Reportage illustration and animation (reporting)  
Students will report visually on an external event that records an 
alternative view to the norm. this could be a sporting, political, 
specific location/place or activity that  has universlainterest.  
 
Animation  
This aspect will introduce students to the ‘invisible’ (not studio 
based feature films) practice of animation (authorial, title 
sequences, music video, advertising and children’s and adults tv 
series) including short animations in a historical, contemporary 
and global context.  
  
Creative writing  
Students will have the opportunity to write their own original 
scripts in a variety of workshop and directed study contexts. This 
will include character design, character interaction, context, 
genre, location etc.   



Collaboration. Students will form occasional writing partnerships 
and explore their own specialist skills and how to form useful 
and creative partnerships.  
 
Storyboarding and Editing  
Student will explore the impact of editing film and scripts in a 
historical, contemporary and global context. They will be 
introduced to Aristotle’s Poetics, editing techniques and 
narrative structure in a variety of contexts and explore through 
storyboarding the effective and dramatic use of planning and 
editing to complete professional standard work.  
 
Students will complete a series of short workshop based tasks 
regarding the above and will eventually decide on a specific 
major outcome in the second half of the module. This will be 
defined by their course and individual choice through discussion 
and dialogue with their tutor. 
 

 

BA (HONS) ILLUSTRATION Level 5 (Year 3 of 6) Part time 

Module Title Credits Module Description 
Practice 3 40 Part 1a - Illustration applications  

Students will explore as series of projects that will test their 
abilities to utilise their core skills (gained in Level 4) and a 
variety of contexts.   
  
These may include:  
  
Editorial Illustration  
Short deadlines will reflect the profession world of editorial 
illustration in newspapers, periodicals and online platforms. 
Students will be directed through an imaginary Art Director and 
occasionally take on this role themselves when working in pairs. 
Outcomes will reflect current contemporary practice by including 
animated elements (gifs) and other online innovations.  
Software workshops will be designed and included to build 
students autonomy in all aspects of professional practice 
including communication, design, developmental work, 
production and delivery of content.  
  
Book publishing  
Similar to the above but looking at book cover design in 
historical, contemporary and global context  
  
Branding  
Students will explore how their characterisation and visualisation 
skills could be deployed in arrange of scenarios such as creating 
visual assets for Festivals or related events. This may include set 
design, branding, model making, mural design and other related 
outputs. This aspect of the module may draw on external project 
briefs and initiatives depending on availability  



  
Part1b - Animation applications 
  
Students following the animation pathway will occasionally 
deviate in order to explore how animation is used creatively to 
produce music video, advertising products and services, 
educational contexts with a particular aim at the small 
interactive screen, although not exclusively.  
Students will explore the innovative potential of using digital and 
non-digital processes to produce expressive and specific 
outcomes, some of which may be sourced externally from client 
or competition.  
  
Part 2 - Promotional materials  
  
Alongside and to supplement the above, students will undertake 
a series of workshops and demonstrations that will help them 
build a considerable skills base that will enable them to produce 
a range of merchandise and ephemera with which they can 
supplement their portfolio/showreels for self-publicity and 
income generation.  
Workshops will include, paper engineering and bookbinding 
techniques, typographic experimentation (including hand drawn 
lettering), small press publishing and limited edition printing. 
Students will learn creative use of laser cutting and selected 3d. 
workshop processes that they can utilise to produce a range of 
artefacts.   
It is anticipated (in normal circumstances) that students will 
have the opportunity to sell/showcase their work in a range of 
locations dependent on availability.  
  
All work undertaken in this module will be accompanied by a 
digital archive/ journal that will describe and archive the creative 
process. This document will include the original brief(s), primary 
and secondary research findings, idea development work, 
discussion and feedback, amendments and improvements and 
production of final outcomes.  
 

Professional 
Practice 1 

20 During this module, students will develop professional skills 
through independently negotiating, organising and completing 
an appropriate period of professional work experience. 
 
Opportunities for professional work experience may include, live 
briefs, individual and group exhibitions, participating in national 
or international conferences, competitions, curation , 
commissions, designing and delivering a socially engaged 
community or schools project or undertaking placements in arts 
organisations such as arts workshops, art co-operatives, 
galleries etc.  
 
A series of visiting speakers, ranging from artist to professionals 
from creative organisations and education, will provide insightful 
advice into areas such as: 
 

• How to approach individual creative or organisations. 



• What different creative professions entail. 
• Expectations in the workplace. 
• How to plan content for and deliver education / 

community based art projects.  
• Working to client commission/competition briefs.  
• Collectives/Collaboration/Networking  

Working with other people, How, why, what and when?  
 

Students will document and reflect on their professional work 
experience(s) and create a multi-media Personal Development 
Plan with supporting material for summative assessment. 
 

 

BA (HONS) ILLUSTRATION Level 5 (Year 4 of 6) Part time 

Module Title Credits Module Description 
Practice in 
Context 2 

20 The teaching programme will provide an introduction to a 
number of theoretical approaches which will help students 
extend their understanding of how creative practice can be 
critically understood (meaning) and evaluated (value).  
 

Practice 4 40 Part 1 - Competition & Commission  
  
To work either individually of collaboratively on a single or 
multiple projects generated from external sources.   
The actual outcomes cannot be anticipated with certainty, but 
they are likely to be sourced locally and according to specific 
events such as Festivals, both online and location based, plus 
partnerships with funded community-based initiatives or from 
clients in the commercial sector.   
 
Engagement with content will, where possible, relate to real 
world values and problems with particular attention placed on 
sustainability and equality and diversity.  
  
In addition, it is hoped that there will be opportunities to test 
existing skills in the public domain by creating and producing 
workshop activities aimed at children and or progression partner 
institutions, in order to improve confidence, knowledge sharing, 
teaching skills, planning and working to a budget with specific 
deadlines.   
  
It is anticipated that these sorts of activities will supplement 
content in the accompanying module Professional Practice 1.  
  
 
 
Part 2 - Personal Project  
  
To create a portfolio/showreel content that is self-generated, 
culminating in a screening or exhibition of final outcomes in the 
public domain (if possible).  



  
In partnership with the teaching team and peer group, 
individuals will generate ideas for personal projects based on a 
suitable starting point. This may be:  
  

• a personal collection of objects or one found in a named 
museum or archive; 

• an individual’s response to a contemporary local, 
national or even international issue that could be 
explored through an aspect of visual communication.  

  
All work undertaken in this module will be accompanied by a 
digital archive/ journal that will describe and archive the creative 
process. This document will include the original brief(s), primary 
and secondary research findings, idea development work, 
discussion and feedback, amendments and improvements and 
production of final outcomes.  
 

 

BA (HONS) ILLUSTRATION Level 6 (Year 5 of 6) Part time 

Module Title Credits Module Description 
Practice in 
Context 3 

20 The content of this module differs for each student, as each 
undertakes a research project into a self-selected topic designed 
to help them make sense of their own specialist area of studio 
practice in terms of culture, context and critical theory. Working 
closely with an individual supervisor, students are guided to 
select a research topic that is both manageable and appropriate 
to their studio interests and are helped both to locate and 
organise relevant sources and to construct a critical position 
informed by theory. The project is an exercise in largely self-
directed academic research, but students receive tailored 
individual support and are given a series of target dates for 
reaching set stages of the project (e.g., delivery of title and 
synopsis, first draft, and so on) to ensure they stay on track as 
they progress towards the final deadline. 
 

Practice 5 30 Students will be able to select from a range of externally sourced 
competitions and project briefs according to availability. The 
options will provide enough choice for students with differing 
aspirations and specialisms to make informed and relevant 
decisions, the final outcomes of which will form part of their 
emerging portfolios/showreels.  
  
In addition to the above, students will source personally 
generated project briefs with external clients and complete them 
in possible collaborations with internal partners from their peer 
group. These ‘personally negotiated tasks/assignments’ will be 
approved in agreement with the module leader and teaching 
team.  
  
Choice of outcome (Illustration or Animation or a combination of 



both) will be at the discretion of the individual and in negotiation 
with the Module Leader and teaching team  
  
All students will be expected to submit their work to competition 
if directly requested.  
  
All work undertaken in this module will be accompanied by a 
Blog or similar online platform that will describe and archive the 
creative process. The Blog will include the original brief, primary 
and secondary research findings, idea development work, 
discussion and feedback, amendments and improvements and 
production of final outcomes.  
 

Professional 
Practice 

10 Students will revisit and refine their Professional Development 
Plan and produce additional material to support the generation 
of their graduate portfolio including the development of social 
media and web presences, business identity (where appropriate) 
ensuring they appropriately prepared to launch their professional 
careers. 
 
A series of visiting speakers, ranging from artist to professionals 
from creative organisations and education, will provide insightful 
advice into areas such as: 
 

• The employment landscape (portfolio careers, the gig 
economy etc)  

• Copyright Law, licensing, contracts, T&C’s, insurance, 
taxation, NI  
How, why, what and when?  

• The differences between Self-employment and 
permanent employment Proactive/Reactive/business 
ownership/entrepreneurship  

• Ethics, Morality and their career, an overview of how the 
Media operates 
censorship & self-censorship/audience/working 
ethically/sustainable choices 

• Representation online/ Social Media networking  
How, why, what and when? Consistency of brand, 
Effective and appropriate copy, quality of images 

• CV writing skills/Letter of introduction writing/application 
writing skills  

• Costing work/funding- writing applications and 
bids/budgeting 
Evaluating projects and clients/managing clients and 
employers 

• Further study 
Postgraduate courses, Teaching courses 

 

 

BA (HONS) ILLUSTRATION Level 6 (Year 6 of 6) Part time 

Module Title Credits Module Description 



Practice 6 60 This final module is designed to provide students with an 
opportunity to complete their undergraduate studies with a 
substantial project or projects that will define their practice. This 
work is expected to form the basis of an exit level exhibition to 
celebrate their work and provide an opportunity to place their 
work in the public domain and attract potential clients and 
employers.  
  
The students will continue to review their progress to date and in 
negotiation with their tutors create a series of project proposals 
from which to explore suitable solutions.   
  
By the end of the module each student should have produced the 
following:  
  

• written brief(s)  
• a schedule  
• evidence of appropriate primary and secondary research 

activity  
• concept drawings, experiments/, tests, developmental 

work  
• a digital archive/journal  
• Completed artwork/prints in a physical and/or digital 

portfolio or A completed showreel of work   
• Other (to be specified by student)  
  

Students may request specialist materials and specific 
enrichment opportunities (site visits and visiting 
teachers/practitioners) to support and compliment their study.   
  
There is no limit on the number of projects that may be 
attempted, but the programme should reflect the study hours 
assigned to this module and a schedule be created in agreement 
with the personal tutor. The tasks should include a description of 
the deliverable content and be based on the proposal document 
and skills audit created at the beginning of the module.  
  
All work undertaken in this module will be accompanied by a 
digital archive/journal that will describe and archive the creative 
process. This document will include the original brief(s), primary 
and secondary research findings, idea development work, 
discussion and feedback, amendments and improvements and 
production of final outcomes. 
 

 

BA (HONS) ILLUSTRATION TOP UP Level 6 (Year 1) Full time 

Module Title Credits Module Description 
Practice in 
Context 3 

20 The content of this module differs for each student, as each 
undertakes a research project into a self-selected topic designed 
to help them make sense of their own specialist area of studio 
practice in terms of culture, context and critical theory. Working 
closely with an individual supervisor, students are guided to 



select a research topic that is both manageable and appropriate 
to their studio interests and are helped both to locate and 
organise relevant sources and to construct a critical position 
informed by theory. The project is an exercise in largely self-
directed academic research, but students receive tailored 
individual support and are given a series of target dates for 
reaching set stages of the project (e.g., delivery of title and 
synopsis, first draft, and so on) to ensure they stay on track as 
they progress towards the final deadline. 
 

Practice 5 30 Students will be able to select from a range of externally sourced 
competitions and project briefs according to availability. The 
options will provide enough choice for students with differing 
aspirations and specialisms to make informed and relevant 
decisions, the final outcomes of which will form part of their 
emerging portfolios/showreels.  
  
In addition to the above, students will source personally 
generated project briefs with external clients and complete them 
in possible collaborations with internal partners from their peer 
group. These ‘personally negotiated tasks/assignments’ will be 
approved in agreement with the module leader and teaching 
team.  
  
Choice of outcome (Illustration or Animation or a combination of 
both) will be at the discretion of the individual and in negotiation 
with the Module Leader and teaching team  
  
All students will be expected to submit their work to competition 
if directly requested.  
  
All work undertaken in this module will be accompanied by a 
Blog or similar online platform that will describe and archive the 
creative process. The Blog will include the original brief, primary 
and secondary research findings, idea development work, 
discussion and feedback, amendments and improvements and 
production of final outcomes.  
 

Professional 
Practice 

10 Students will revisit and refine their Professional Development 
Plan and produce additional material to support the generation 
of their graduate portfolio including the development of social 
media and web presences, business identity (where appropriate) 
ensuring they appropriately prepared to launch their professional 
careers. 
 
A series of visiting speakers, ranging from artist to professionals 
from creative organisations and education, will provide insightful 
advice into areas such as: 
 

• The employment landscape (portfolio careers, the gig 
economy etc)  

• Copyright Law, licensing, contracts, T&C’s, insurance, 
taxation, NI  
How, why, what and when?  



• The differences between Self-employment and 
permanent employment Proactive/Reactive/business 
ownership/entrepreneurship  

• Ethics, Morality and their career, an overview of how the 
Media operates 
censorship & self-censorship/audience/working 
ethically/sustainable choices 

• Representation online/ Social Media networking  
How, why, what and when? Consistency of brand, 
Effective and appropriate copy, quality of images 

• CV writing skills/Letter of introduction writing/application 
writing skills  

• Costing work/funding- writing applications and 
bids/budgeting 
Evaluating projects and clients/managing clients and 
employers 

• Further study 
Postgraduate courses, Teaching courses 

 

Practice 6 60 This final module is designed to provide students with an 
opportunity to complete their undergraduate studies with a 
substantial project or projects that will define their practice. This 
work is expected to form the basis of an exit level exhibition to 
celebrate their work and provide an opportunity to place their 
work in the public domain and attract potential clients and 
employers.  
  
The students will continue to review their progress to date and in 
negotiation with their tutors create a series of project proposals 
from which to explore suitable solutions.   
  
By the end of the module each student should have produced the 
following:  
  

• written brief(s)  
• a schedule  
• evidence of appropriate primary and secondary research 

activity  
• concept drawings, experiments/, tests, developmental 

work  
a digital archive/journal  

• Completed artwork/prints in a physical and/or digital 
portfolio  
or  
A completed showreel of work   

• Other (to be specified by student)  
  

Students may request specialist materials and specific 
enrichment opportunities (site visits and visiting 
teachers/practitioners) to support and compliment their study.   
  
There is no limit on the number of projects that may be 
attempted, but the programme should reflect the study hours 
assigned to this module and a schedule be created in agreement 



with the personal tutor. The tasks should include a description of 
the deliverable content and be based on the proposal document 
and skills audit created at the beginning of the module.  
  
All work undertaken in this module will be accompanied by a 
digital archive/journal that will describe and archive the creative 
process. This document will include the original brief(s), primary 
and secondary research findings, idea development work, 
discussion and feedback, amendments and improvements and 
production of final outcomes. 
 

 

BA (HONS) ILLUSTRATION TOP UP Level 6 (Year 1 of 2) Part time 

Module Title Credits Module Description 
Practice in 
Context 3 

20 The content of this module differs for each student, as each 
undertakes a research project into a self-selected topic designed 
to help them make sense of their own specialist area of studio 
practice in terms of culture, context and critical theory. Working 
closely with an individual supervisor, students are guided to 
select a research topic that is both manageable and appropriate 
to their studio interests and are helped both to locate and 
organise relevant sources and to construct a critical position 
informed by theory. The project is an exercise in largely self-
directed academic research, but students receive tailored 
individual support and are given a series of target dates for 
reaching set stages of the project (e.g., delivery of title and 
synopsis, first draft, and so on) to ensure they stay on track as 
they progress towards the final deadline. 
 

Practice 5 30 Students will be able to select from a range of externally sourced 
competitions and project briefs according to availability. The 
options will provide enough choice for students with differing 
aspirations and specialisms to make informed and relevant 
decisions, the final outcomes of which will form part of their 
emerging portfolios/showreels.  
  
In addition to the above, students will source personally 
generated project briefs with external clients and complete them 
in possible collaborations with internal partners from their peer 
group. These ‘personally negotiated tasks/assignments’ will be 
approved in agreement with the module leader and teaching 
team.  
  
Choice of outcome (Illustration or Animation or a combination of 
both) will be at the discretion of the individual and in negotiation 
with the Module Leader and teaching team  
  
All students will be expected to submit their work to competition 
if directly requested.  
  
All work undertaken in this module will be accompanied by a 
Blog or similar online platform that will describe and archive the 



creative process. The Blog will include the original brief, primary 
and secondary research findings, idea development work, 
discussion and feedback, amendments and improvements and 
production of final outcomes.  
 

Professional 
Practice 

10 Students will revisit and refine their Professional Development 
Plan and produce additional material to support the generation 
of their graduate portfolio including the development of social 
media and web presences, business identity (where appropriate) 
ensuring they appropriately prepared to launch their professional 
careers. 
 
A series of visiting speakers, ranging from artist to professionals 
from creative organisations and education, will provide insightful 
advice into areas such as: 
 

• The employment landscape (portfolio careers, the gig 
economy etc)  

• Copyright Law, licensing, contracts, T&C’s, insurance, 
taxation, NI  
How, why, what and when?  

• The differences between Self-employment and 
permanent employment Proactive/Reactive/business 
ownership/entrepreneurship  

• Ethics, Morality and their career, an overview of how the 
Media operates 
censorship & self-censorship/audience/working 
ethically/sustainable choices 

• Representation online/ Social Media networking  
How, why, what and when? Consistency of brand, 
Effective and appropriate copy, quality of images 

• CV writing skills/Letter of introduction writing/application 
writing skills  

• Costing work/funding- writing applications and 
bids/budgeting 
Evaluating projects and clients/managing clients and 
employers 

• Further study 
Postgraduate courses, Teaching courses 

 

 

BA (HONS) ILLUSTRATION TOP UP Level 6 (Year 2 of 2) Part time 

Module Title Credits Module Description 
Practice 6 60 This final module is designed to provide students with an 

opportunity to complete their undergraduate studies with a 
substantial project or projects that will define their practice. This 
work is expected to form the basis of an exit level exhibition to 
celebrate their work and provide an opportunity to place their 
work in the public domain and attract potential clients and 
employers.  



  
The students will continue to review their progress to date and in 
negotiation with their tutors create a series of project proposals 
from which to explore suitable solutions.   
  
By the end of the module each student should have produced the 
following:  
  

• written brief(s)  
• a schedule  
• evidence of appropriate primary and secondary research 

activity  
• concept drawings, experiments/, tests, developmental 

work  
a digital archive/journal  

• Completed artwork/prints in a physical and/or digital 
portfolio  
or  
A completed showreel of work   

• Other (to be specified by student)  
  

Students may request specialist materials and specific 
enrichment opportunities (site visits and visiting 
teachers/practitioners) to support and compliment their study.   
  
There is no limit on the number of projects that may be 
attempted, but the programme should reflect the study hours 
assigned to this module and a schedule be created in agreement 
with the personal tutor. The tasks should include a description of 
the deliverable content and be based on the proposal document 
and skills audit created at the beginning of the module.  
  
All work undertaken in this module will be accompanied by a 
digital archive/journal that will describe and archive the creative 
process. This document will include the original brief(s), primary 
and secondary research findings, idea development work, 
discussion and feedback, amendments and improvements and 
production of final outcomes. 
 

 

 

  



COMPOSITION OF THE COURSE AND HOW THE COURSE WILL BE DELIVERED 

The course is modular and is managed on a two-semester schedule, comprising of 31 weeks of 
tuition. The academic year begins in September and ends in June.  

• Level 4: the course defines Level 4 as induction and core generic skills acquisition  
• Level 5: applies the new skills gained at Level 4 in a range of appropriate contexts  
• Level 6: students specialise through individual learning programmes  

 
The total length of the academic year is 33 weeks (including enrolment, induction and a reading 
week), with breaks for Christmas, Easter and Summer. 

Students will have access to College resources (studios, library, workshops, social areas) on 
week days during normal working hours and later on some days and at certain times of the year. 
Students may also have access to some of the resources in vacations, and current information 
on this is available by request. 

Students are awarded ‘credits’ for the successful completion of a module, totaling 120 in each 
academic year. A single credit is defined as ten hours of study so a 20-credit module requires 
200 hours of study in total. A student must successfully achieve 120 credits. 1200 hours of 
study in total. 

The percentage of contact time devoted to differing learning environments depends on the 
individual module content, but the course seeks to use a wide variety of teaching methods 
wherever possible. Examples of teaching methods include, process inductions and workshops, 
demonstrations, lectures, presentations, master-classes, on-line learning activities, tutorials and 
seminar discussion groups. 

Assessment is almost exclusively made by submission of course work in the form of a portfolio, 
although written essays and reviews plus presentations are also used. There are no timed, 
written examinations. 

  



TUITION FEES 

The tuition fees for 2022/23 are outlined in the table below. For more information about applying 
for a tuition fee loan, please visit www.direct.gov.uk/studentfinance.  

Please note that this annual fee will remain unchanged for the 3-year duration of your course. 
However, following enrolment, students transferring to an alternative mode of study, repeating or 
retaking modules or suspending their studies, will need to confirm fees with the Finance 
Department. 

COURSE  LEVEL YEAR FEES 

BA (Hons) Illustration full time  
(UK/EU students with settled or pre settled status) 4 Year 1 £9000 

BA (Hons) Illustration full time   
(UK/EU students with settled or pre settled status) 

5 
(Direct 

entrants) 
Year 2 £9000 

BA (Hons) Illustration Top Up full time   
(UK/EU students with settled or pre settled status) 6 Year 1 £9000 

BA (Hons) Illustration part time  
(UK/EU students with settled or pre settled status) 4 Year 1 £4500 

BA (Hons) Illustration Top Up part time   
(UK/EU students with settled or pre settled status) 6 Year 1 £4500 

BA (Hons) Illustration full time  
(Overseas students and EU students) 4 Year 1 £12,000 

 
EU students who have pre settled status under the EU Settlement Scheme will be eligible for a 
tuition fee loan only.  
 
Please note that the Higher Education Student Finance portal normally opens in mid-February. 
The College would encourage students to submit their student finance application as soon as 
possible so funding is in place for when they start their course 
 
All students need to ensure that the funding is in place for their tuition fees and living costs prior 
to enrolment. 
 

PAYMENT, SERVICE DELIVERY AND PERFORMANCE ARRANGEMENTS: 

• If the tuition fee is paid to the College via the Student Loans Company, it will be paid in 3 
instalments – 25% in term 1, 25% in term 2 and 50% in term 3. 

• If a student is paying their own tuition fees, students can pay in instalments by direct 
debit only. Students will be required to pay 1/3 of their annual tuition fees each term.  

• Overseas students are required to pay their tuition fees in full by June prior to the 
commencement of their course. 

• Any of the additional costs (see additional costs section) are collected via an online 
secure payment system. 

http://www.direct.gov.uk/studentfinance


ADDITIONAL COSTS 

Additional costs are directly related to your study but exclude accommodation and student’s 
personal living costs. Further information about halls of residence and other accommodation 
available in Hereford is available on our website.   

In addition to the tuition fees charged, the nature of creative arts practice means students will 
need to allow for some additional costs, for example, materials that they choose to use in the 
production of work and activities such as trips to external events and exhibitions.   The courses at 
HCA have been designed to minimise the impact of additional costs; some trips and materials will 
be fully funded by the college or heavily subsidised.  However, typically, a student will choose to 
spend around an additional £200 in the first year, £225 in the second year and £325 in the third 
year. The figure will rise to approximate £625 in Level 6 if the student takes part in a post-
graduation London publicity event such as New Designers. It should be stressed that most 
students undertake fundraising activities in order to raise funds when taking this option.  

It is also worth noting that there are many opportunities embedded within the course for students 
to undertake low paid work through commissions and sales of their work via exhibitions and 
trade fairs.  

The college shop stocks specialist materials at competitive prices and digital equipment can be 
loaned from the media stores at no extra cost to students.   

Students on all courses will also have the chance to take part in optional trips that require 
additional payment. Non – attendance on the trips will not incur assessment penalties, though 
trips are designed to help students develop their practice. There is an optional annual cross-
course overseas residential trip.  During the academic year 2019-20, the planned destination 
was Copenhagen and the cost to students was £385 for shared dormitory rooms which included 
UK airport transfers, overseas airport transfers and insurance. 

Places on the optional trips are allocated on a first come first serve basis. 

On completion of Level 6 (the final level of study), some students also choose to take part in an 
optional residential trip to London for one of the various graduate showcases (for instance Free 
Range).   Decisions about these showcases are made by the college with students on an annual 
basis and costed according to differing showcase fees, numbers of students taking part and 
ambition of display.  Students are required to contribute to financing this activity and are 
encouraged to take part in fundraising events and grant applications. 

The College is committed to ensuring that students considering studying at HCA are fully aware of 
the possible additional costs.  

Following enrolment, students that face genuine financial hardship may apply to the College 
Hardship Fund. 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.newdesigners.com/


AVERAGE ANNUAL COST BREAKDOWN 

This table is an estimate of the costs a typical BA (Hons) Illustration student may face during 
each of the three years on the course. 

The blue figures represent realistic costs for students who purchase materials at their average 
costs. The Yellow figures are hypothetical costs for those who are able to invest in additional 
resources pertinent to their emerging practice. 

These are estimated annual figures unless specified. 

LEVEL OF STUDY LV4 LV5  LV6 

Adobe CC subscription for use outside of 
college hours (discounted by 70%) NB Adobe 
CC is free to use for any student working 
within the college. 

£16.24 per month £16.24 per month £16.24 per month 

Drawing & painting materials (pens, ink, 
paper, paint etc) £35  £45  £100  

Portfolio cases* - - - - £15 £50 

Books, magazines, subscriptions £45  £45  £50  

Museum and events entry fees etc £10 £50 £10 £50 £10 £50 

Printing costs for physical portfolio and 
publicity including Risograph printing £20 £40 £30 £50 £80 £100 

Expenses (on field trips) £20 £50 £20 £50 £20 £50 

Level 6: New Designers, London 
(exhibition contribution & accommodation) -  -  £300 £500 

 

*many students already have portfolios from previous education route; these don’t become a course ‘requirement’ until L6 in 
preparation for industry interviews   



LOCATION OF STUDY    

Our degree courses are all based at our College Road Campus but several specialist workshops 
and performing spaces are located nearby on our Folly Lane Campus and degree level students 
often work between both sites. Much of a student’s study will also involve working in different 
locations in the city and surrounding area. 

 

LOCATIONS AND CONTACT DETAILS 

• College Road Campus: Hereford College of Arts, College Road, Hereford. HR1 1EB. 
• Folly Lane Campus: Hereford College of Arts, Folly Lane, Hereford. HR1 1LT. 
• Telephone: 01432 273359 
• Fax: 01432 341099 

If you have any enquiries please contact our registry department: registry@hca.ac.uk 

 

COMPLAINT HANDLING PROCESS  

Our full complaints policy can be found here; https://www.hca.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2020/03/student-complaints-policy-and-procedure.pdf   

Information relating to all academic regulations, including complaints procedures can be found 
via the UWTSD public website. https://www.uwtsd.ac.uk/academic-office/academic-quality-
handbook 

 

mailto:registry@hca.ac.uk?subject=Course%20enquiry%20via%20website
https://www.hca.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/student-complaints-policy-and-procedure.pdf
https://www.hca.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/student-complaints-policy-and-procedure.pdf
https://www.uwtsd.ac.uk/academic-office/academic-quality-handbook
https://www.uwtsd.ac.uk/academic-office/academic-quality-handbook
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